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Three-dimensional view of the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary and surface topography.  
Red box in the inset map highlights the location of the study region.  Shading on the top 
plate indicates topography.  Yellow arrow points in the direction of absolute plate motion; 
plate velocity is 2.5 cm/yr.  Red triangles denote station locations.  The larger text corre-
sponds to the stations (HRV, LMN, BINY) where this phase is most clearly observed.  The lower 
surface represents the location of the base of the lithosphere interpolated from migrated Ps 
waveform images at the 6 labeled stations.  The surface ranges from 90 km (orange) to 110 
km (pink).  Each color band covers 2 km in depth.  Blue circles on the discontinuity surface 
indicate the conversion points of the Ps phases.  Black lines connect piercing points to the sta-
tion at which the conversion is observed.
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Plate tectonic theory hinges on the concept of a relatively rigid lithosphere moving over a weaker asthenosphere; yet, the 
nature of the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary has remained ambiguous. To better understand the properties that defi ne 
the lithosphere and the asthenosphere beneath continents, we have analyzed P-to-S phases produced by scattering beneath 
permanent broadband stations in eastern North America. We image a negative velocity discontinuity (velocity decrease with 
depth) at 90-110 km depth, increasing in depth toward the west. The depth of this discontinuity is consistent with the west-
ward dipping lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary imaged by surface-wave tomography (Li et al., 2003; van der Lee, 2002). 
The existence and depth of the discontinuity are independently confi rmed by S-to-P scattered phases at HRV.

Although the scattered and surface waves see a lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary at 
similar depths, the higher frequency energy in the P-to-S scattered phases provides much 
sharper resolution of the associated velocity gradient. After modeling shallower discontinui-
ties, we use the shape of the converted phase to invert for the depth, magnitude, and depth 
range over which the discontinuity occurs. Inversions of 
data at LMN and HRV require that this velocity gradi-
ent be strong, a 3-11% drop in shear-wave velocity, 
and sharp, occurring over less than 11 km in depth. 

Experimental studies suggest that a tem-
perature increase of at least 200° C is required 
to explain the velocity contrast observed at 
LMN. However, mantle fl ow models in 
which viscosity depends only on tem-
perature and pressure do not produce 
thermal gradients at the base of the 
lithosphere large enough to explain 
the observed velocity contrast, so the 
lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary 
requires an additional mechanism such 
as dehydration, depletion, or melt. The 
combination of a depleted lithosphere 
with a hydrated asthenosphere can 
explain most of the observed velocity 
gradient. Alternatively, a small amount 
of partial melt in the asthenosphere 
can easily explain the observed strong, 
sharp velocity contrast.
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